Key Features:

Full “360 view” of Global Companies

- Key data on competitors, customers, suppliers, and strategic partners
- Company Profile and Competitors by Product
- Industry classification for companies in all industries
- Enhanced product-level detail for companies in Healthcare, Technology, Media and Finance
- Comprehensive data on Global companies including:
  - Stock price performance
  - Price history charts
  - Detailed financial statements
  - Key ratios holdings
  - Segment financials
  - Company description
  - Full SEC filings
  - Earnings and revenue estimates
  - Institutional and holdings
  - Insider trading
  - Officers and directors
- Custom data views to create comparative reports using hundreds of data fields

FactSet Revere Supply Chain

- Understand the complex network of companies’ key customers, suppliers, competitors, and strategic partners and; gain insight into the core risk factors affecting the operating performance of a company.

Bringing Unmatched Power, Speed and Convenience to Company, Industry and Product Research

Mergent Horizon gives you seamless capabilities for finding, filtering, and organizing information about companies.

Comprehensive coverage is provided for all companies that are actively traded on U.S. exchanges – a total of over 6,200 U.S. companies. In addition, Horizon offers over 3,300 Canadian records and over 37,000 Global companies.

What makes Mergent Horizon Different from other research applications?

An unprecedented amount of research and development went into creating Mergent Horizon’s proprietary classification system. Unlike other classification systems, Horizon’s Hierarchy function maps companies from the bottom up, based on actual products and services. It then filters through 16,000 product levels into an easily searchable structure. The result — comprehensive data and unique insights on performance, trends and interrelationships with pinpoint accuracy.

Mergent Horizon allows you to:

- Dissect a company’s business based on products and services
- Find competitors by product or Trade Name
- Identify key relationships – competitors, customers, suppliers, and partners custom formulas, and more
- Seamlessly navigate multiple datasets within a single browser-based application

Coming Soon:

- Advanced Searching
- Additional Pre-Defined Reports
  - Merger and Acquisition Report
  - Competitor
  - Intelligence